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General L-functions
I Let L(pi, s) be an automorphic L-function:
L(pi, s) =
∞∑
n=1
λpi(n)
ns
=
∏
p
d∏
j=1
(1− αj(p)p−s)−1.
I With gamma factor:
L∞(pi, s) =
d∏
j=1
ΓR(s + κj), ΓR(s) = pi
−s/2Γ(s/2).
I And functional equation:
Λ(pi, s) = q(pi)s/2L∞(pi, s)L(pi, s) = piΛ(pi, 1− s).
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Conductors and convexity
I The analytic conductor of L(pi, s), s = 1/2 + it is
Q(pi, s) = q(pi)
d∏
j=1
(3 + |it + κj |).
I The convexity bounds states
L(pi, s) Q(pi, s)1/4+ε.
I The subconvexity problem is to prove
L(pi, s) Q(pi, s)δ,
for some δ < 1/4.
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Degree 1: Riemann zeta and Dirichlet L-functions
I Weyl (1920’s) showed
ζ(1/2 + it) (1 + |t|)1/6+ε,
and a subconvexity bound with δ = 1/6 is called a
Weyl-quality bound.
I Burgess (1963) showed
L(s, χ)t q3/16+ε,
and a subconvexity bound with δ = 3/16 is called a
Burgess-quality bound.
I Applications include: lattice point counting problems, and
estimation of the least quadratic nonresidue.
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Degree 2
I Let Hk(q, ψ) (resp. Hitj (q, ψ)) be the set of holomorphic
newforms of weight k (resp. spectral parameter tj), level q,
and central character ψ.
I Many results by Duke, Friedlander, Iwaniec and other authors.
I Michel and Venkatesh (2010) proved a uniform subconvexity
bound for L(f , s), f ∈ H∗(q, ψ).
I Blomer and Harcos (2008) (see also Wu 2014) proved a
Burgess-quality bound for twisted L-functions:
L(f ⊗ χ, s)f ,t (Q(f ⊗ χ))3/16+ε.
They use an amplified second moment, averaging over f .
I Applications include: equidistribution of Heegner points,
bounds for Fourier coefficients of ternary theta functions,
QUE for Eisenstein series (in various aspects),
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Weyl bound in Degree 2
There are few cases where we know a Weyl-quality bound:
I For q = 1, k fixed, t →∞. (Good, 1982)
I For q = 1, t = 0 (the central point), tj →∞ (Ivic, 2001)
I For k/tj fixed, t = 0 (the central point), ψ = 1, χ quadratic
(Conrey and Iwaniec, 2000)
Cubic moments
Ivic’s result comes from a cubic moment bound:∑
T<tj<T+1
∑
f ∈Hitj (1,1)
L(f , 1/2)3  T 1+ε.
Note: Q(f ) = T 2, and L(f , 1/2) ≥ 0.
Conrey and Iwaniec also used a cubic moment:
∑
|tj |≤T
∑
m|q
∑
f ∈Hitj (m,1)
L(f⊗χq, 1/2)3+
∫ T
−T
|L(1/2+it, χq)|6dt  TBq1+ε,
for some (unspecified) B > 2. Here χq is the Jacobi symbol. Note:
Q(f ⊗ χq) = q2, and L(f ⊗ χq, 1/2) ≥ 0.
Work of Y. (2014) obtained a hybrid generalization of these two
results.
Work of Petrow-Y. (2016) allowed f to have more general
squarefree level away from q.
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New results
Theorem (Petrow, Y. 2018-2019)
Let χ have conductor q. Then
∑
|tj |≤T
∑
m|q
∑
f ∈Hitj (m,χ2)
L(f⊗χ, 1/2)3+
∫ T
−T
|L(1/2+it, χ)|6dt  TBq1+ε
Remarks.
I The cube-free q case appears in arXiv:1811.02452. The
extension to all q is not yet on the arxiv.
I We have f ⊗ χ ∈ Hitj (q2, 1).
I Guo (extending work of Waldspurger) has shown
L(f ⊗ χ, 1/2) ≥ 0.
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New results, cont.
The previous bound is good when T  qε. If T  qε, then we
have
∑
T<tj≤T+1
∑
m|q
∑
f ∈Hitj (m,χ2)
L(f⊗χ, 1/2)3+
∫ T+1
T
|L(1/2+it, χ)|6dt
 (Tq)1+ε
Similar bounds are valid for holomorphic modular forms in place of
the Maass cusp forms.
The Weyl bound
Corollary (Petrow, Y.)
For any χ, we have
L(1/2 + it, χ) (q(1 + |t|))1/6+ε.
Large-scale structure of the proof
Using summation formulas (Petersson/Bruggeman-Kuznetsov,
Poisson, etc.) the cubic moment is related to
TB
q
∑
ψ (mod q)
|L(1/2, ψ)|4g(χ, ψ),
where
g(χ, ψ) =
∑
t,u (mod q)
χ
( t(u + 1)
u(t + 1)
)
ψ(ut − 1).
Moment identities
Motohashi (c. 1995):∫
w(t)|ζ(1/2 + it)|4dt ↔
∑
tj
wˇ(tj)L(1/2, uj)
3 + . . . .
Dirichlet case (Y., 2007)∑
χ (mod p)
|L(1/2, χ)|4 ↔
∑
tj
λj(p)L(1/2, uj)
3.
Petrow noticed the moment structure for the Conrey-Iwaniec cubic
moment (with χ = χq, quadratic).
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Large-scale structure of the proof
Proposition
If q is cube-free, then |g(χ, ψ)|  q1+ε.
I The case q prime is the hardest and relies on Deligne’s proof
of the Riemann hypothesis for varieties over a finite field.
I Thankfully, in the past few years, work of Fouvry, Kowalski
and Michel has appeared which makes the theorems on trace
functions of Deligne and Katz more amenable to analytic
applications
I Therefore, using the easy bound∑
ψ (mod q)
|L(1/2, ψ)|4  q1+ε
finishes the proof (for q cube-free).
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Higher prime powers
If q = pk , k ≥ 3, then there exist characters ψ so that
|g(χ, ψ)| ≥ qpα(k) for some α(k) > 0, α(k) ∈ 12Z.
Strategy to treat higher prime powers:
1. Understand the possible values of α(k).
2. Understand the structure of the set of ψ so that α(k) > 0 is
attained.
3. Bound ∑
ψ (mod q)
α(k) attained
|L(1/2, ψ)|4  p−α(k)q1+ε.
More on items 1 and 2 later, but it turns out that the set of
“singular” ψ so that α(k) > 0 is a coset of the subgroup of
characters modulo d , for some d with p ≤ d ≤ pk−1.
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More on items 1 and 2 later, but it turns out that the set of
“singular” ψ so that α(k) > 0 is a coset of the subgroup of
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Example
Say q = p3. If p ≡ 1 (mod 4), then there exist 2(p − 1) singular
characters ψ so that |g(χ, ψ)| = qp1/2. The set of singular
characters is a union of two cosets of the form
{η.Ψ±1 : η (mod p)}.
Fourth moment of Dirichlet L-functions along a coset
Theorem (Petrow, Y. 2019)
Let d |q and let q∗ be the least integer so that q2|(q∗)3 (so if
q =
∏
p p
βp , then q∗ =
∏
p p
d2βp/3e). Let χ have conductor q.
Then ∑
η (mod d)
|L(1/2, χ · η)|4  [d , q∗]qε.
This bound turns out to be strong enough for item 3.
Example. Let q = p3, so q∗ = p2. Then∑
η (mod p2)
|L(1/2, χ · η)|4  p2+ε.
This implies |L(1/2, χ)|  p1/2+ε = q1/6+ε, which happens to
have been first shown by Heath-Brown in 1978.
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Misc remarks on fourth moments
There are many works on the fourth moment of Dirichlet
L-functions (and the zeta function), though many focus on
asymptotics.
The previous theorem is closest in spirit to a result of Iwaniec from
1980: ∫ T+∆
T
|ζ(1/2 + it)|4dt  max(∆,T 2/3)T ε.
Why close in spirit?
Close-knit families
Let F be a family of automorphic forms (or L-functions). Let
pi1 ∈ F . Form a sub-family by
F(pi1,∆) = {pi2 ∈ F : q(pi1 ⊗ pi2) ≤ ∆}.
Examples.
I Let F be the family of characters n→ n−it (the family of
automorphic forms giving rise to ζ(1/2 + it)), with
T ≤ t ≤ 2T . Let pi1 denote n−iT . If pi2 corresponds to n−it ,
then q(pi1 ⊗ pi2) corresponds to ζ(1/2 + iT − it) of conductor
|t − T |. So Iwaniec’s family is of this form.
I Let F be the family of Dirichlet characters n→ χ(n), with χ
of conductor q. Let pi1 be a fixed element of F . E.g. take
q = p3, ∆ = p2. Then cond(χχ′) ≤ p2 iff χ′ = χ · η for some
η (mod p2).
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Close-knit families in GL2
Now let F be the set of holomorphic newforms of weight 2, level
p2 and trivial central character. If F ,G ∈ F then generically the
conductor of L(F ⊗ G , s) is p4, but it may be smaller.
If F = f ⊗ χ for some f of level p, central character χ2, for a
character of conductor p, and likewise G = g ⊗ χ then
L(F ⊗ G , s) = L((f ⊗ χ)⊗ (g ⊗ χ), s) = L(f ⊗ g , s)
which has conductor ≤ p2.
In fact, the set of G ’s so that q((f ⊗ χ)⊗ G ) ≤ p2 is precisely this
set of twists.
This discussion might give some evidence to why the family used
to prove the Weyl bound is good.
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This discussion might give some evidence to why the family used
to prove the Weyl bound is good.
Broad overview of the fourth moment problem.
For simplicity, consider the case q = p3, d = p2.
By spectrally decomposing a shifted divisor sum with Dirichlet
characters, the fourth moment is related to:∑
ψ (mod p)
ψ(`χ)τ(ψ)
3
∑
tj1
∑
f ∈Hitj (p,ψ
2
)
λf (p)L(f ⊗ ψ, 1/2)3.
Recap for the case q = p3
Consider the original cubic moment problem when q = p3. The
first cubic moment identity leads us to∑
ψ (mod p3)
|L(1/2, ψ)|4g(χ, ψ).
The singular characters are a union of two cosets of size O(p), in
which case |g(χ, ψ)| is p1/2-times as large as the generic bound.
So, we need to show∑
η (mod p)
|L(1/2, η.Ψ)|4  p2.5,
where Ψ has conductor p3.
Recap for the case q = p3, cont.
Goal: ∑
η (mod p)
|L(1/2, η.Ψ)|4  p2.5,
Next over-extend the sum to all η (mod p2), and go back to a
cubic moment (not circular!):∑
η (mod p2)
|L(1/2, η.Ψ)|4
reduces to∑
ψ (mod p)
ψ(`Ψ)τ(ψ)
3
∑
tj1
∑
f ∈Hitj (p,ψ
2
)
λf (p)L(f ⊗ ψ, 1/2)3.
We can now finally use relatively easy spectral large sieve
inequality bounds to finish this.
The character sum g(χ, ψ)
Suppose p is an odd prime, q = pk , k ≥ 2, and let χ have
conductor q. The Postnikov formula says that there exists an
integer `χ (mod p
k−1) so that
χ(1 + pt) = epk (`χ logp(1 + pt)), (1)
where logp(1 + x) is the p-adic logarithm defined by
logp(1 + x) = x − x2/2 + x3/3∓ . . . .
Why? Every multiplicative character on {1 + pt} ⊂ Z/pkZ must
be of the form epk (` logp(1 + pt), for some `.
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where logp(1 + x) is the p-adic logarithm defined by
logp(1 + x) = x − x2/2 + x3/3∓ . . . .
Why? Every multiplicative character on {1 + pt} ⊂ Z/pkZ must
be of the form epk (` logp(1 + pt), for some `.
A special case
Suppose q = pk , k ≥ 2, even. Then χ(1 + pk/2t) is an additive
character modulo pk/2, so it must take the form
χ(1 + pk/2t) = epk/2(`χt).
Postnikov
One can show that `χ ≡ `χ′ (mod pj), 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 if and only if
χχ′ is a character modulo pk−j .
The character sum g(χ, ψ)
The Postnikov formula can be used to analyze g(χ, ψ) for prime
powers. If q = pk with k ≥ 2 even, then
|g(χ, ψ)| ≤ qρ(∆, pk/2),
where: ∆ = A2 + 4, A ≡ `χ`ψ (mod pk−1), and
ρ(∆, pj) = #{x (mod pj) : x2 ≡ ∆ (mod pj)}.
Example: k = 4, p ≡ 1 (mod 4).
I If p - ∆ (the generic case) then ρ(∆, p2) ≤ 2 by Hensel’s
lemma.
I If p||∆ then ρ(∆, p2) = 0.
I If p2|∆ then ρ(∆, p2) = p. There exist two values of `ψ
(mod p2) so that `2ψ ≡ −4`χ2 (mod p2).
I Then `ψ ≡ `ψ′ (mod p2) if and only if ψψ′ is a character
modulo p4−2. Therefore, there exist 2p(p − 1) singular
characters for which |g(χ, ψ)| may be as large as pq = p5.
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Evaluating g(χ, ψ), k = 4.
g(χ, ψ) =
∑
u,t (mod q)
χ(f (t, u))ψ(g(t, u)),
f (t, u) =
(t − 1)u
(u − 1)t , g(t, u) = ut − u − t.
If x ≡ x0 (mod p2) and y ≡ y0 (mod p2), then
f (x , y) ≡ f (x0, y0)+p2fx(x0, y0)(x−x0)+p2fy (x0, y0)(y−y0) (mod p4).
So
f (x , y)
f (x0, y0)
= 1 + p2∇ log f (x0, y0)(x − x0, y − y0)T (mod p4).
And likewise for g .
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Evaluating g(χ, ψ), k = 4.
g(χ, ψ) =
∑
u0,t0 (mod p2)
χ(f (t0, u0))ψ(g(t0, u0))S ,
where
S =
∑
u1,t1 (mod p2)
χ(1+p2(∇ log f )(t1, u1)T )ψ(1+p2(∇ log g)(t1, u1)T ).
(2)
Postnikov: S = 0 or S = p4, and S = p4 iff
`χ∇ log f + `ψ∇ log g ≡ 0 (mod p2).
Evaluating g(χ, ψ), k = 4.
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(2)
Postnikov: S = 0 or S = p4, and S = p4 iff
`χ∇ log f + `ψ∇ log g ≡ 0 (mod p2).
Even exponent case
After a short calculation of ∇ log f and ∇ log g , this reduces to
u0 ≡ −t0 (mod p2), and
t20 + At − 1 ≡ 0 (mod p2), A ≡ `χ`ψ (mod p2).
Complete the square:
(t0 + A/2)
2 ≡ ∆/4 (mod p2), ∆ = 4 + A2.
So the number of solutions is ρ(∆, p2).
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Odd exponent case
If q = pk with k = 2j + 1 ≥ 3 odd, then
|g(χ, ψ)| ≤
{
2q, p - ∆,
qp1/2δ(p2|∆)ρ(p−2∆, pj−1), p|∆.
Example: k = 3, j = 1, p ≡ 1 (mod 4).
I Again, the case p - ∆ is generic.
I If p||∆ then g(χ, ψ) = 0.
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I Then `ψ ≡ `ψ′ (mod p2) if and only if ψψ′ is a character
modulo p3−2. Therefore, there exist 2(p − 1) singular
characters.
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The fourth moment along sub-families
Recall: We want to show∑
ψ (mod d)
|L(1/2, χ · ψ)|4  dqε,
when d |q and q3|d2. Take the case q = p3, d = p2.
By an approximate functional equation and orthogonality of
characters, this reduces to∑
m≡n (mod p2)
m,n≈p3
d(m)χ(m)d(n)χ(n)√
mn
 qε. (3)
So the problem boils down to a shifted divisor sum with characters
of large conductor.
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The fourth moment along sub-families
Say m = n + p2k. Then by Postnikov,
χ(m)χ(n) = χ(1 + p2kn) = ep(`χkn).
Also,
d(n + h) ≈
∑
c√n
c−1
S(n + h, 0; c)
c
Then Voronoi summation (in n) converts to a sum of the shape∑
c
∑
k
∑
m
d(m)S(p2k ,−p2m; c)Kl3(`χk ,m, c2; p).
One can use finite Fourier analysis to write the hyper-Kloosterman
sum in terms of Dirichlet characters (its Fourier transform is a
Gauss sum cubed), and use Bruggeman-Kuznetsov on the sum of
Kloosterman sums multiplied by a Dirichlet character.
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